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Absfrocr - In this paper, we present a system for dynamic is carried out by means of Label Switch Paths (LSP). In this
network resource configurationin environments with bandwidth paper we use the term Logical Path (LP)t o refer to any kind
reservation and path restoration mechanisms. Our firus is on of logical path (e.g.V P, LSP,e tc).
the dynamic bandwidth management results, although the main
Several dynamic bandwidth management systems have
goal of the system is the integration of the different mi:chanisms been proposed in the literature, e.g. [Z]. These systems are
that manage the reserved paths (bandwidth, restoration, and
usually based on a centralised optimisation algorithm, which
spare capacity planning). The objective is to avoid eonllicts
between these mechanisms. Thes ystem is able to dynamicnlly is executed periodically (e.g. every hour) and recalculates the
manaee a loeical network such as a Virtual Path n'etwork in entire logical network using traffic statistics and predictions.
ATMor a L a h Switch Psth aetwarkio MPLS. This system bar This obviously requires some changes in the LP scl.
On the other hand.f ast restoration mechanisms have led to
k n designed lo be modular in (he sense that in can be activated
or desctirated, and it c m be applied only in a sub-net.aorC The the use of backup paths (local, global, etc). When a fault
system design and implemealatioo is based on aM U l d - A w t affects a working path the irafftc IS then switched to the
System (MAS). we a h included etaik Or
backup path. 'This also modifies the logical network It is also
implementation.
important to perform ag ood spare capacity allocation, and
there are schemcs where the backuo oaths can share their
I I NTRODUCTION
bandwidth [3].
an
networks have
These proposals directly or indirectly modify the set of
indispensable technology. They =e evolving quickly and ~p~ and its characteristics, including the backup Lps and the
continuously, however, there is a noticeable lack of powerful management of the spare capacity in the
There is a need
and dynamic management tools for reSoUrCe
for co-ordination bemeen these mechanisms andt hex are
This is mainly due to the rapid increase in transmission few proposals that
thei nterfcrence bemeen them.
speeds, and to the increasing number of usersa nd services. Moreover, these mechanisms come into effect at different
Moreover, conventional network management systems time scales (restoration needs to be fast, while bandwidth
centralised 'ay. This management can be slower), Such co-ordination is a complex
perform the management tasks
centralised management results in a scalability problem task and several proposals rely on Distributed Artificial
because the network management centre is responsible for Intelligence mechanisms, i.e. Multi-Agent Systems (MAS)
collecting and processing all the monitoring data from all the
[41[51.
network elements being managed.
Proposals based on MAS usually replace the network
The overall objective of networkp roviders is financial
control mechanisms and the MAS is responsible for the
profit, hence, in the face of increasing covetition, network operation [61[71,
results in poor robustness,
maintaining high network performance means that they have because if the MAS fails then the whole network fails.
to offer more competitive services. On the other hand, due to Therefore, network providers are not confident about using
the very high network capacities and speeds, fast restoration these systems, Another problem in these
is
is required, because large information losses means scalability. When then etwork
and network uSerS
dissatisfied clients and less profit.
MOW, the system becomes unmanageable, usually due to too
Therefore, there is a need for a dynamic resource
many co-ordination messages.
management system that can maximise nenvork resource
The
goals ofo ur
ax
integration and coutilisation in addition to fast restoration mechanisme. Most of ordination of a,l
mechanisms that act over the logical
these management. systems were
ATM network, but with a robust and scalable MAS. The System
networks because they have the appropriate r8:servation
does not substitute the conventional Network control
In
the hierarchy O N irmal Path (Vp)a nd
mechanisms but complements them (the management system
(1"'
allows designers to set up a can be activated or deactivated). If the MAS fails,t he network
dynamically confignrable logical network [I]. In h4PLS this
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still works in a static way. Scalability is assured by using a
distributed view of the network in order to minimise the
management communications.
Moreover, the objectives of Traffic Engineering (TE) [SI
in an MPLS environment are similar to the objectives of0 ur
own system, and there are also proposals to perfonn TE using
MAS f91. Accordingly, our system could be considered as
part of such TE mechanisms.
In Section II we briefly present the tasks the system
should carry out and the system objectives. In Section 111 we
describe the M A S architecture and how it works. After that,
in section IV, we present the results obtained for a set of
bandwidth management experiments. Finally, we give our
conclusions and describe the work we plan to do in the future.

Spare Capacity Planning
Network providers want high revenues. Since bandwidth
is an expensive resource, the objective is tom inimise the
bandwidth reserved for restoration procedures [I I]. In other
words, a good spare-capacity planning is essential. The main
goal of hybrid restoration mechanisms is to save up spare
capacity. It is necessary to establish the desired network
protection level, i.e. protect the network against one
simultaneous link or node failure. In such a scenario, there is
the technique of sharing bandwidth between different backup
paths (see Fig. 3).

III ARCHITECTURE AND CHARACTERI5TICS

A Multi-Agent System is a good way of improving ..
network management for two main reasons: it is an inherently
distributed solution and it introduces artificial intelligence
The three main functions, encompassed by our approach,
based techniques in ordert o automate some day-to-day tasks
are dynamic bandwidth management, fault restoration, and
of the human network managers.
spare capacity planning.
The main goal of our architecture is to achieve maximum
integration with the conventional network mechanisms and
Bandwidth Management
protocols, helping these mechanisms to improve the
The typical demands made on a network mean that some
management. Other important objectives are robustness and
parts of it can become under-utilised, and other parts
congested. When this occurs, some connections are rejected
which could otherwise be accepted if thet rafficl oad were
better balanced.
One of the main objectives of bandwidth management is
to minimise Call Blocking Probability (CBP), i.e. the
probability that a call offered isr ejected due to insufficient
capacity being available for the allocation of the new call.
Two actions are usually performed for the bandwidth
management system: bandwidth re-allocation and path rerouting.
There are four typical cases, which are shown in Fig. I .
(a) If there ise nough spare bandwidth in the link, then the
Fig. 1: Bandwidth Managmmr. LniIial siwtion: LPI , LP2,
congested LP is expanded using this bandwidth. (b) If there is
LP2 is songsned
and LP3 of 3. 4, m 5 Mb resspss~i~ely.
not enough spare bandwidth and other LPs going throngh the
and nscds a bandwidth increase. a) using spars ~ O U I C C S .
b) using unused reylwesa signed 10 0th- p a t h c) resame link are under-utilised. it is possible to transfer
muting the congested LPi n order IO find the needed
resources from one LP to the other. If (a)a nd @)fail, then a
~ O U I C C S .d) =-muting of another path in arded o release
re-routing is needed (c) If the congested LP finds another
uls ~ E O U ~ C Snssdsd in the link IO expand the congested
path with enough resources then it can be re-routed.
one.
Otherwise, (d) other LPs may be re-routed through other links
in order tof ree enough capacity to expand the congested LP.
11 SYSTEM SPECIFICATION

Fault Restoration
As networks have to be fault-tolerant, restoration after a
failure needs to be fast. The ultimate goal is that customers do
not perceive failures. To achieve this fast restoration, preplanned schemes based on backup paths are used. However,
there are several types of backup schemes (see Fig. Z), each
one better than the others in particular situations. For this
reason, and in order to minimise the required resources for the
backup paths, many proposalsm ake use of several of these
schemesa t the same time in an hybrid approach [IO]. This
adds yet more complexity to the management system.

Fig. 2: Different backup mechanisms. a) Global. b) Loeat. e)
Rsvme. d) Hybnd-schrmu
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Fig. 3: Spare Capacity opthisation by sharing the bandwdth
h e e n baclrup paths.

scalability. The system itself must be robust in the sense that
the network should continue working properly in case of
failure of the Multi-Agent System, although it would work in
a static way. When the network grows, the Multi-Agent
System must not degrade its operation or overwhelm the
network with excessive management load.
For these reasons, our system is integrated in a
management plane, and it performs a fast but not a real time
control. At this level, our system deals exclusively with the
logical paths and the management is transparent to the
mechanisms that deal with connection or flow control (e.g.
Admission Control and routing), which arep erformed with
conventional algorithms independently of the logical network
management system. In any case, the system can also cooperate with these independent systems.
Our Multi-Agent architecture( Fig. 4) has two #different
sets ofa gents. First, there is a reactive type of agents whose
main task is monitoring and. they are' called NI-Agents
(Monitoring-Agents). Second, there is a set of more
deliberative agents, which are called P-Agents (PerfarmanceAgents), responsible for deciding the best way to a:hieve a
maximum network performance. This results in a hybrid
agent architecture: M-Agents are subordinated to P-Agents,
and typically, any actions taken by the M-Agents are under
the supervision of the P-Agents. When M-Agents detect a
problem they cannot deal with, then P-Agents take control.

M-Agents
There is one M-Agent per unidirectional logical path.
Their main responsibilities are monitoring the LP stahs and
detecting any problems (congestion) as well as receiving the

alarm notifications when a fault occurs. When congestion is
detected, the M-Agent uses its programmed mechanisms to
solve it. If the problem cannot solved, the P-Agent is notified.
With respect to faults, if the LP is protected by means of a
backup path, the M-Agent is responsible for both paths and
implements the switchover mechanism.
The M-agents are simple rule-based agents and do not
have any world representation model. The number of these
agentsc hanges over time according to the establishment or
release of LPs.

P-Agenfs
There is one P-Agent per node and each one is responsible
for all the LPs that begin in its node. The idea is that they try
to get the maximum performance out of the outgoing physical
links, managing and planning logicalp aths, both working and
backup. For this reason, each P-Agent maintains a knowledge
base with the whole physical network topology and
characteristics analysis as well asp artial information on the
logical topology (the part it is interested in). When a problem
is detected and the P-Agent is required, a need for
communication with its neighbours arises. There are two
types of communication: co-operation (asking the neighbour
for some resources for a already established LP) and
negotiation (asking some nodes for the best path to re-route
an LP). We are currently evaluating different negotiation
mechanisms such as theC ontract Net Protocol and several
types of Auctions.
Another task of these agents is the creation and deletion of
M-Agents according to the establishment or release of LPs in
the network.
To achieve good scalability the number of P-Agents is
static while M-Agents are lightweight processes. With respect
to inter-agent communications, we apply the constraint that
only P-Agentsa re able to communicate outside a node and
they can only establish communicationw ith their physical
and logical network neighbours. If some of the required
information is not available in the neighbourhood, these
neighbours can ask successively their own neighbours and so
on.
If the logical network continuously changes, a
performance degradation isp roduced due to the increase of
management traffic. Therefore, the system should control the
number of bandwidth re-allocations.
We implemented the MAS usingJ ava as a distributed
system. Each P-Agent is an independent process and the MAgents are threads inside each P-Agent. The communication
between P-Agents makes use of the Java RMI functionality.
The distributed MAS manages a simulated network [IZ],
which is also a distributed system and each agent is tied to
one node by a TCPilP socket.
IV EXPERIMENTS

The experiments presented here were camed out in order
to evaluate different mechanisms for the identification of
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congested logical paths. These experiments are focused on
bandwidth management, for reasons of simplicity the
restoration capabilities (backup paths and spare capacity) are
disabled. An interesting problem is how to find out if an LP is
congested. Each M-Agent periodically performs a monitoring
function over a single logical path (a time interval of 10
seconds for these experiments) and it decides whether the LP
is congested or not. If the LP is considered to he congested,
then the M-Agent triggers the mechanism for increasing the
bandwidth of the LP by taking spare resources from the link.
If this is not possible, the system.tries to allocate unused
resources that are already assigned to other LPs (using a preemptive policy). In the proposed scenario theM AS do not
makes use of the LP re-routing functions.
The triggering mechanism is called 'Trigger Function'
and we have evaluated three different functions:
a) Rejected-5: If the 51 ast cansecutive connection or
flow requests for a given LP are rejected, the LP is
congested.
b) CBP-70: The Call Blocking Probability (CBP) is
calculated using the last 30 connection or flow
requests. If the CBP is greater or equal to 70%, the
LP is congested.
c) Load-90: If the load of the LP is greater or equal to
90% of its capacity$ hen it is congested.

number ofrejected connections for LP,
number of offered connections for LP,
nA, number of accepted connections for LP;
CAu assigned capacity for the accepted connection j of
the LPi
duration for the connection j ofthe LP,
to
T
total simulation time

R,

0,

The results show significant differences between the three
trigger functions but less difference in terms of the size of
bandwidth variation. The global CBP results are depicted in
Fig. 7, while the throughputr esults are shown in Fig.8. It can
be seen that the Load-90 Trigger mechanism produces the
best results, as we expected (it does notw ait to detect blocked
connections), but its main disadvantages are that this Trigger
function produces many more attempts of bandwidth changes
than the other two. Moreover, there is the possibility that LPs
may never use the remaining 10% of theira ssigned capacity.
A Load-IO0 function (I 00% of LP capacity used) could avoid
this second problem, but it would not work well when, for

The network simulation for the experiments is depicted in
Fig. 5. This network has 4 nodes and 4 bi-directionalp hysical
links. Each physical link has 100 Mbps of capacity. There are
10 LPs numbered from 1 to IO in the figure. Initially each LP
has an assigned capacity of 15 Mbps. All LPs have the same
offered traffic load (specified in table I). Using negative
exponential distributions for the interanival time and
duration, the mean load for each LP is 100 Mbps, hence all
links tend to be congested.
Another point to investigate is the amount of bandwidth
by which to increase an LP every time the Trigger function
detects congestion. We tested five different, fixed capacities :,
0.5, I, 2, 3 and 4 Mbps. The simulation time was 1 hour in
each case and the general behaviour, shown in Fig. 6, was as
follows: In the case of a single LP per link, this LP increased
its bandwidth up to the maximum level of the link (LP 3 in
Fig. 6). In the case of two LPs per link they increased their
bandwidth until' they reached half of the link capacity and
then they competed for bandwidth (LPs I and 2 in Fig 6).
We evaluated two parameters for the global network made
up of the 10 LPs: the total Call Blocking Probability (CBP) as
defined below in (I) and the total throughput defined in (2),

CBP =

4.
Er, o.

Fig. 6 Capacities assiwcd lo LPs bsgining in node 1 (LPs I , 2,
and 3). using the Trigger function R c j s t d and every change
of bmdwidth in'of ZMbps.

"Lp

Trafflc

where:

nLP

Fig. 5: llx simulated nework with the established LPs.

4)

number of LPs in the network

5)

TABLE I
GENER*EOTIWnCFOREACCHLP
Assimed
Mean h t s d v a l M m Duration

4ms
IOMbPS

20
30
100

3M)

It0
3M)
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V.C ONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The MAS architecture we present here carries out a
dynamic management of the resources (bandwidth),
implements the fast restoration mechanism and plans the
spare capacity. This is done by means of a logical network.
The system complements the conventional mechanisms and it
can he enabled and disabled as required. The objective is to
integrate and automate the resource management functions in
order to maximise the network performance. The work
presented here focuses on bandwidth management and how to
detect that an LP is congested, hecause it is a critical point of
the system.
In order to determine which one fits our system best, we
have analysed three Trigger functions, which wereu sed to
determine whether a logical path is congested or not and
which activate the bandwidth re-allocation,.
On the other hand, we are studying different heuristics for
the M-Agents toc hoose a dynamic size of the bandwidth
changes. They should take into account the spare bandwidth
on the link, thenu mher of LPs on the same link, and the
behaviour of the traffic (has it been increasing very fast or
slowly?) in the recent past.

Fig. 7 Call Blacking Robabilily of the network for the lhrss
d i f f m t Trig@ fundons and for the 5 diff-t
rims of
bandwidth change.
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